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Output base            CT application, - parameter time and color
- In the classical industrial CT application, the parameters of time and color 
have not been satisfactorily solved or color can only be achieved by means of 
assignment to grayscale.
For the time parameter, the questionable 4D-CT is used in the CT application

Solution                    Hybrid CT systems
Hybrid CT offers a solution that can achieve a considerable amount of innovation thanks 
to the use of additional sensors such as strip light projection.

Already by the integration a simple and favorable strip light scanner
If a highly accurate SHR Shake 3D CT is able to produce the 3D structure as an object 
code including color information of the patterned workpiece within a few seconds.
Even a few images with overlapping image windows produce a colored 3D image and 
the data set in seconds.
Patent in application
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Computertomographen Streifenlichtprojektion

 Quick - +
 Colour - +

 Accure           + -

 Complicated Geometry + -
 Inner Contures + -
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Rekonstruktion aus Streifenlichtimages
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Messen Soll-Ist-Vergleich
Aussenkonturen
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Rekonstruktion aus Röntgenbildern
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Messen 
Soll-Ist-Vergleich
Aussenkonturen
Werkstückanalsye
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Outlook: Hybrid CT systems
For simple evaluations such as the alignment for the X - ray diffraction of

Components in an associated orientation, it is thus possible to turn the workpiece 

to the coordinate in a matter of seconds. The analysis of the void or measurement 

of internal structures at this position is then immediately possible.

Patent in application

For the combination of these data a powerful software package is necessary 

which is on the one hand able to read the CT data as well as the data eg object 

code

Merge to remain in a coordinate system.

Further processing of the data should also be possible in this program.

This is possible with VolumeGraphics
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SHAKE Software
SHR Viewer     
SHR Commander   
SHR 3 D Controller
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For industrial X-ray and CT systems, an optimal communication between

generator control, detector and central control is necessary. 

For these purposes the requirements of the RöV X-ray Ordinance must be taken

into account.



SHR X-Ray Life „ SHR-Fast-Imaging“

SHAKE SHR Software

SHR Viewer     

SHR Commander   

SHR 3 D Controller



SHR  2D-Viewer  3D-Voxelmaker
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SHAKE Hybrid CT
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